Abstract: Katarzyna Janic. Synchronic and diachronic aspects of valency-reducing devices in Oceanic languages. the poznań Society for the advancement of arts and Sciences, pL ISSn 0079-4740, pp. 151-188 this paper sketches out valency-reducing devices available in oceanic languages. the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-and suffix *-akin [i] are specifically the focus of the discussion, being approached from both synchronic and diachronic perspectives. I explain the currently attested functions performed by the reflexes of these two morphemes by assuming that the evolution went in a particular direction: from a very general function to a more specialized, concrete one. among different functions performed by the reflexes of *paRi-and *-akin[i] within the valency-reducing domain, I will show that the antipassive has not been fully recognized and properly designated in linguistic descriptions of the oceanic languages yet.
Introduction
the question of valency and valency-changing devices in oceanic languages has been extensively discussed in the literature (ozanne-Rivierre 1976; Moyse-Faurie 1983 , 2017 Schlie 1983; Lichtenberk 1985 Lichtenberk , 1991 Lichtenberk , 2000 Lichtenberk , 2007 Lichtenberk , 2008 Schütz 1985; Dixon 1988: 45-51; Mosel & hovdhaugen 1992: 693-774, 720-741; B. evans 2003: 301-309; Davis 2003: 110-178; Bril 2005 ; naess 2013; among many others). While some of the scholars have investigated it diachronically with the aim to reconstruct these devices within the proto-oceanic system (harrison 1982; B. evans 2003: 171-300; pawley 1973, etc.) , the others have focused on their synchronic distribution alone. Within the valency-changing domain, there are two morphemes that have earned special attention among the oceanists i.e. the prefix *paRi-and the suffix *-akin [i] . It is commonly assumed that the reflexes of these two affixes can function as derivational markers with the possibility to reduce the initial value of the verbal valency. But as far as the functions performed by these two morphemes are concerned, the situation is less stable as the reflexes of *paRi-and *-akin [i] have naturally not developed the same variety of functions in all oceanic languages. In addition, there is one function, i.e. the antipassive one, that poses problems because it has received different treatments from individual authors. I will show that in many linguistic descriptions of oceanic languages the existence of the antipassive has either been neglected or not fully acknowledged, being discussed under different labels. nevertheless, the presence of this function is irrefutable and should be included in the account of different functions performed nowadays by the reflexes of *paRi-and *-akin [i] . Given how much progress has been made recently in the study of linguistic diversity of oceanic languages, it is high time to put the category of antipassive on the oceanic agenda and to recognize its existence in these languages.
the aim of this paper is to contribute to the general discussion on valency-reducing devices available in the oceanic languages with special attention given to the reflexes of *paRi-and *-akin [i] . this will allow me to outline a new typology of functions expressed by these two affixes extended by the antipassive use. this study has been inspired by Lichtenberk's (1985 Lichtenberk's ( , 2000 papers, which I use as an important point of reference for my analysis of the prefix *paRi-. But it differs from them to a large extent as explained in §3 and §5.1. Reference grammars, grammatical sketches and articles constitute the main source of data collection. Building on Lynch et al. (2002) , each language, when mentioned for the first time, is accompanied by the name of the lowest subgrouping to which it belongs. the name of its first-level sub-classification is provided on a regular basis. For better understanding of examples, glosses have been harmonized, conforming to the Leipzig Glossing Rules (2015) .
the present study consists of four parts and is organized as follows. §2 sketches out the genealogical classification of the oceanic languages as well as briefly summarizes valency-changing patterns attested in these languages. a description of origins of *paRiand *-akin [i] and functions their reflexes performed within the valency-reducing domain are provided in §3 and §4 respectively. the last section approaches diachronic aspects of these two morphemes, positing their plausible pathway of evolution ( §5). Concluding remarks are offered in §6.
Oceanic languages

Genealogical affiliation
the oceanic languages belong to the austronesian family, which comprises approximately 450 languages -about half of the austronesian family (Ross 2004: 492) . In terms of the geographical distribution, austronesian languages are widely spread, extending from Madagascar, through Indonesia, the philippines and taiwan into the pacific as far as new zealand, hawai'i and easter Island. oceanic languages are spoken mainly in the islands of the pacific ocean, in the northern coast of papua new Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, new Caledonia, Fiji, polynesia, Bismarck archipelago, Bougainville, and most of Micronesia. Building on Lynch et al. (2002: 878-889) , table 1 illustrates the major grouping along with the first three-level subgrouping of the oceanic languages with the corresponding languages, which are subject to present discussion. the selection of languages was motivated by the results that emerged from my doctoral dissertation (Janic 2013) . this inventory and the corresponding data were taken as a starting point for the present study and subsequently extended by new findings. appendix a contains a list of the consulted, first-hand sources of the cited languages.
General characteristics of valency-changing patterns
this section provides a brief overview of linguistic strategies available in oceanic languages that are responsible for valency change. Given that the notion of valency is related to such terms as like transitivity, (core) argument, argument structure and that these terms receive different treatments in the literature, their explanation is required prior to the empirical investigation.
Inspired by Lazard (1994) , Creissels (2016) designates syntactically transitive constructions as having two core arguments: a and p, both encoded like agent and patient of core transitive verbs respectively. By contrast, the syntactic counterparts of transitive constructions i.e. intransitive constructions are associated only with one core argument i.e. S (meaning "single"). the coding properties of S overlap with the ones related to the single argument of most mono-valent verbs. Distinguishing the noun phrase(s) as core argument(s) logically allows us to label all other remaining noun phrases of a construction as oblique phrases (Creissels 2016) . Regarding the argument structure of verbs (or 'semantic valency'), this notion refers to the semantic roles assumed by the arguments (e.g. agent, patient etc.). By contrast, syntactic structure of verbs (also known as 'function structure' or 'syntactic valency') involves syntactic functions (e.g. subject, object etc.) performed by these arguments (haspelmath & Sims 2010: 234) . Given the interaction between argument structure and syntactic structure of verbs, Creissels (2016) defines the notion of valency as the one referring to the semantic roles assumed by the arguments and the way they are mapped onto syntactic functions. taking into account that valency can be either reduced or increased, oceanic languages dispose various strategies to modify it. example (1) illustrates one of them, in which valency is increased morphologically by an explicit verbal marker. hoava, a new Georgian language from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster, distinguishes transitive verbs from intransitive ones by means of the suffix -a, (1b) (Davis 2003) . the so-called object marker not only increases valency but also modifies the mapping of semantic roles onto syntactic functions of the verb 'to leak'. In (1a), the argument sa kabasa 'the house' performs the subject function with the patient-like interpretation, while in (1b), the same argument fills the object slot, being assigned the semantic role of patient.
Longgu, a language from the Southeast Solomonic Family, also applies the affixal strategy to modify the verbal valency. By contrast to hoav a (1), however, this modification is not triggered by a flexional morpheme i.e. an object marker, but by the derivational suffix -si, example (2). according to B. evans (2003) , in (2b) the intransitive verb mae 'to die' becomes transitive through the presence of the valency-increasing -si suffix. equipped with this morphological material, the verb is now in a position to accept the p-argument malaria-i 'malaria-sG' in the object function, which is further indexed on the verb through the suffix -a. the coding frame through which the verb 'to die' expresses the argument structure in (2a) and (2b) differs with regard to the presence vs. absence of p and marking of this argument on the verb.
although a large number of oceanic languages sets up a syntactic dichotomy between marked transitive and unmarked intransitive verbs (1-2), this correlation is far from being absolute, since there are languages which show a totally opposite situation. to illustrate this variation, B. evans (2003) In (3a), a transitive verb vutu 'to uproot' is left unmarked, while its intransitive equivalent in (3b) carries a valency-decreasing derivational prefix me- (Davis 2003) . this opposition is reflected by a different coding frame of a verb based on flagging: <noM, aCC> vs. <noM>.
In addition to the affixal strategies, which can be either inflectional (1) or derivationa l ( 2)-(3), oceanic languages may also affect valency by applying specific (morpho-) syntactic mechanisms. example (4) illustrates one of them. example (4) illustrates reduplication in Kokota (Ysabel) from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster. palmer (2009) discusses this mechanism within three different derivational strat-egies susceptible to modify valency in this language. according to the author, in this process a transitive verbal root is reduplicated to derive an intransitive verb. the resulting construction is semantically related to the transitive one as "reduplication idiosyncratically derives a valency-augmented bivalent form, although not a transitive but an experiencer verb" (palmer 2009: 192) . Building on the definition provided in this section, we can argue that in (4), reduplication does not modify the argument structure of the verb 'to punch'. In both instances (4a-b), the lexical meaning of the verb involves two participants i.e. a puncher (agent) and a person being punched (patient). Unlike the transitive ver b (4a), the reduplicated o ne (4b) cancels, however, the overt p realisation. nevertheless, the involvement of this argument in the development of the event is still implied. thus, exam ple (4b) expresses a semantically transitive event encoded by a syntactically intransitive verb where the coding properties of S manei 'he' coincides with the ones associated with a of the transitive construction. Data from tigak (5), a new Ireland language from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster, provide further evidence of reduplication. (5) tigak (Meso-Melanesian Cluster; Beaumont 1979: 93) tRansitive intRansitive
the left column illustrates an inventory of transitive verbs, while the right left one shows their reduplicated intransitive equivalents. according to Beaumont (1979) , detransitivization involves reduplication, which is typically partial in tigak and which is, in this language, one of two ways of reducing valency. In addition to reduplication, the author also mentions verbal derivations in -ai, discussed in section 4.2 (see ex. 46).
Incorporation is another (morpho-)syntactic mechanism which modifies the verbal valency, particularly when the incorporated lexeme corresponds to the p-argument of transitive verbs. the relationship between incorporation and reduced valency is illustrated by example (6). Davis (2003) reports that the object incorporation (or p-incorporation) is frequently encountered in hoava. this type of alternation entails detransitivization with the indefinite, non-specific object interpretation of the p-argument. Regarding example (6) in particular, we can see that in the transitive clause (6a), the nominal phrase sa keke igana 'the fish' is encoded like the p-argument i.e. it is indexed on the verb by the -a object marker. additionally, the verb carries a transitive marker -i. the p-argument is highly referential open to the definite interpretation. the coding of a sa makativa 'the boy' involves a word order strategy, since the place of this argument is reserved directly after the verb. Mithun (1984: 849) discusses the alternation illustrated by example (6b) under composition by juxtaposition, which is prevalent in the oceanic languages. It refers specifically to the construction in which p is moved to the post-verbal position, losing the ability of being accompanied by the definite article from the corresponding transitive predication. Juxtaposed to the verb, which is no more accompanied by the transitive marker -i, the p-argument and the verb form a tight and inseparable bind, forming an intransitive complex predicate. Moyse-Faurie (1985) labels a similar type of alternation in Drehu syntactic incorporation, due to the strong resemblance to the morphological incorporation i.e. the inseparable bind holding between the object and the verb. Contrary to the morphological incorporation, the one illustrated by exampl e (6) is not strengthened morphologically. Following Moyse-Faurie (1985) , I will label examp le (6) as illustrating syntactic incorporation. note that Creissels (2006: 16) also discusses a similar type of example in the oceanic languages within the incorporation domain. 
Proto-Oceanic prefix *paRi-
the reflexes of *paRi-are widely attested in the oceanic group. they are frequently employed to reduce the verbal valency with different semantic impact on the interpretation of the clause. In what follows, I will first briefly present the origin of this affix ( §3.1). then, I will explain how I understand the term plurality of relations relevant for the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-( §3.2). Finally, I will show how this notion is reflected in various functions within the valency domain performed nowadays by the reflexes of *paRi-( §3.3). appendix B summarizes the distribution and various morphological realisations of this prefix in the investigated languages as well as the way the reflexes of this prefix are glossed by the respective authors.
Diachronic origin of the Proto-Oceanic prefix *paRi-
Regarding the diachrony of the prefix *paRi-, there is a common agreement among the oceanists on the origin of this morpheme and the initial function it performed. there is a consensus that it was used to encode different types of events that all have the property of plurality of relations in common. Lichtenberk (2000: 57) , who specifically raises this question, argues that " [...] in the oceanic case, there is evidence that it was a plurality of relations that was historically the primary factor". this means that the author considers the notion of plurality of relations to be fundamentally associated with the proto-form *paRi-. this claim is confirmed by Blust (unpublished manuscript) , who reconstructs the prefix *paRi-in proto-eastern-Malayo-polynesian as a marker of collective and reciprocal events (Lichtenberk 2000) (cf. §3.2). pawley (1973: 150-151) , who also discusses the origin of this prefix, regards it as a reciprocal marker, which encodes "mutual interaction between the entities denoted by the subject of the verb". the same author also observes that *paRi-was used to encode repetitive actions or actions carried out jointly by a number of participants: "unified or conjoined action by a plural subject, or repeated action by a singular subject, or unification of objects" (Bril 2005: 26) . even if scholars may differ with regard to the exact types of functions performed by*paRi-, what is important to observe is that functions potentially associated with this morpheme imply the notion of plurality of relations. another important aspect, which is crucial for this study and which has been highlighted by Lichtenberk (2000: 32) , is that "there are no grounds for postulating a reflexive-marking function" for the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-.
The notion of plurality of relations
the notion of plurality of relations 2 is grounded in the conceptual domain of the event structure of a verb and refers to different types of relationships holding between more than one participant. the analysis of this notion involves the notion of plurality of participants since it raises the questions of how and to what extent the participants interact among themselves. events expressed by reciprocal, collective, chaining, antipassive and distributive types of verbs involve the plurality of participants for their development. Since all these events share the semantic component of plurality of participants, it is likely that they are encoded by the same morphological material. Data from oceanic languages support this observation. nevertheless, I argue that as long as the notion of plurality of relations entails the plurality of participants, this correlation is unidirectional since the plurality of participants does not necessarily entail the plurality of relations, as it will be shown with regard to distributive events.
By definition, the notion of plurality of relations is related to events that require more than one participant for their development. a good example of such an even is a prototypical reciprocal event, expressed by the verb 'to kiss'. It involves two participants linked by a pair of inverse relations: a → B and B → a. each arrow binds the initiator of the event with the endpoint participant on which the action is performed and with which the initiator is not co-referred. the definition of reciprocal events with more than two participants is less straightforward. For instance, the clause The children said hello to each other, which illustrates this type of situation, does not necessarily imply that all children said hello to each other but that only a sizeable proportion of them did it (Creissels 2016) . an increase in the number of participants also increases the chance of triggering non-reciprocal events (cf. Dalrymple et al. 1998) . this can be illustrated by chaining events defined as "a kind of chain of paired relations in an ordered series of participants" (Kemmer 1993: 100) . the term chaining was introduced by Lichtenberk (1985: 24-26) with reference to toqabaqita (Central north Malaita) and defines the action performed in chain, which is conceived as a unique, not-reciprocal process, expressed, for example, by the verb 'to follow'. an important characteristic of chaining-type events is that they are composed of temporal sub-events with a chain of paired relations. Schematized as a → B → C, such events involve at least three participants: a, B and C and two relations a → B, B → C. this means that each participant, except for the first and the last one, acts as the initiator in one relation and as endpoint in the second relation, which is of the same type. thus, with regard to the chaining-type events, the multitude of participants logically entails the plurality of relations. the collective event is another example illustrating this correlation. Schematized as: [a →, B →, C →], the participants involved in this event act as a group. a good candidate for expressing the collective-type event is the verb 'to gather ' (heine & Miyashita 2008: 190) . each participant is associated with the arrow, which stands for the action he or she performs. Since the participants form a collective group, this means that they co-operate together and that they are not totally self-sufficient in performing the action. the key feature of this event is togetherness, which implies the mutual dependence among the participants. this subsequently implicates that each of the participants plays a double role, the one of the initiator and the one of the companion to another participant. Since the affectedness is not a relevant property for collective events, none of the participants is conceived as the endpoint. Closely related to collective events are distributive ones, expressed by the verb meaning 'to separate ' (heine & Miyashita 2008: 190) , or by the clause 'they [each] walked past their fellow ' (evans 2008: 51) . Distributive events can be schematized as collective ones, with one important difference, viz. the individual participants act independently. this can be conventionally indicated by the lack of the square brackets: a →, B →, C →. the notion of independence logically cancels the idea of cooperation among the participants, which triggers the existence of specific relationships among them. the participants are assigned only one role i.e. the one of the initiator and they act independently from each other. thus, the notion of plurality of relations does not hold for distributive events. Since in this study, I am interested in the events characterized by the plurality of relations, distributive events will not be subject to further discussion. Finally, the notion of plurality of relations can also be captured within antipassive events. however, it does not necessarily result from the plurality of participants understood as a group of people consisted of more than two persons, but from the repetition of the action performed over time. prototypical antipassive-type events involve two participants: the initiator who acts on a distinct entity, the endpoint participant. this can be schematized as: a → B implying one relation, where the transfer of the action from a to B participants is unidirectional. But as I have observed with reference to many languages (e.g. Indo-european, oceanic, turkic, Bantu languages, Janic 2016), the antipassive frequently entails an aspectual change of an action with habitual, iterative, generic and/or repetitive interpretations. By default, such actions involve a plurality of successive events and so the plurality of a → B relation. In other words, the notion of plurality of relations is not primarily triggered by the plurality of participants, though the later was the preliminary condition for the former to come into being.
events sharing the property of plurality of relations (e.g. reciprocal, collective, chaining and antipassive) have a semantic affinity. From the conceptual-semantic point of view, they are more complex than the ones characterized by the plurality of participants alone (e.g. distributive events). their complexity results from the requirement of the relationship that needs to be held among the participants involved in these events. as far as reciprocal, collective and chaining events are concerned, the notion of plurality of relations is primarily driven by the plurality of participants. Regarding antipassive events, this notion is also triggered by the plurality of participants, but it is essentially driven by the repetitiveness of the same relation over time between two participants. Since distributive events involve the plurality of participants alone, they tend to be cognitively less complex and thus more relaxed on the conceptual-semantic level.
Synchronic distribution of the reflexes of the prefix *paRi-
3.3.1. Reciprocal events the reflexes of the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-can be employed to express the notion of reciprocity. With regard to the formal characteristics, this prefix tends to derive syntactically intransitive constructions where participants, sharing the semantic roles associated with a and p arguments in the corresponding transitive constructions, are now encoded as a single core argument. the reciprocal use of the reflexes of *paRi-is not necessarily the most frequent way to encode a mutual interaction between participants, though it is widely attested across various sub-grouping of the oceanic languages, including the Southeast Solomonic Family, ex. (7). (7) toqabaqita ( In toqabaqita (Central-north Malaita) (7), the prefix kwai-3 (a reflex of *paRi-) encodes a prototypical reciprocal event with two participants: kini 'woman' and wane 'man' encoded as subject (Lichtenberk 2007) . each of them plays the same pair of roles vis-à-vis each other i.e. they assume simultaneously the roles of agent and patient. Conceptually, the overall event can be decomposed into the temporal configuration of two subevents (or 'relations'): a → B and B → a, in which the participants stand in a symmetrical relation to each other. ex. (8) denotes another reciprocal event in toqabaqita. equipped with the same morphological material (the prefix kwai-), this time the verb expresses a less prototypical reciprocal situation (or 'extended reciprocal') where the plurality of participants involves a group of people. (8) toqabaqita ( Lichtenberk (2007) underlines that the event of fighting in example (8) involves more than two reciprocal relations. In fact, at the conceptual level, the temporal decomposition of this event into the subevents is less clear than in relation to the prototypical reciprocal event expressed in (7). even if it is more plausible that the blows of hitting are sequential rather than simultaneous, the construction per se expresses this event as a unified whole (Kemmer 1993) . typically for this type of events, the participants form a group of people where the question of whether all of them or only a sizeable proportion of them are/is involved in the event is left open.
the reciprocal use of the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-is also attested in the Central pacific Linkage in particular in Boumaa Fijian (eastern Fijian), as shown by example (9). example (9) illustrates a prototypical reciprocal event in Boumaa Fijian. Building on data from Dixon (1988) , Bril (2005) observes that, in this language, the reciprocal construction is not only triggered by the prefix vei-(a reflex of *-paRi). the verb contains additionally another valency-changing marker, the passive suffix vi-. the presence of the latter specifies how the involved participants interact with each other: "adding a passive suffix to a vei-form with this verb implies that each participant is alternately agent and patient, that is, each one does it to the other" (Dixon 1988: 178) . Given the polyfunctionality of this morpheme, Bril (2005) takes a decision not to gloss the reflex of the prefix *-paRi in example (9). the investigation of the use of the *paRi-reflexes within the domain of reciprocity can be further supported by data from the Southern oceanic Linkage. Building on Moyse-Faurie (1983), Bril (2005) Bril (2005) mentions that in Drehu, the use of the prefix i-alone triggers two types of reciprocal events i.e. intrinsically (or 'naturally') reciprocal events and restricted reciprocal ones, limited to the presence of two participants (Moyse-Faurie 1983: 131-134) . Moyse-Faurie (2008) points out the existence of a correlation between semantic verb classes and the reciprocal uses of the prefix i-in this language viz. it expresses the notion of reciprocity with no additional morphological support, when combined with the non-dynamic verbs of emotion and perception, which by definition do not involve any movement or effort. this tendency is by no means categorical (see Moyse-Faurie 2008: 110) . nevertheless, it still reveals a strong tendency holding between a specific group of verbs and reciprocal use of the prefix i-that is worth mentioning for Drehu. When the same prefix co-occurs, however, with the morpheme -keu, meaning together, the verb tends to express the extended reciprocal events, as shown in (12). as mentioned subsequently by Moyse-Faurie (2008) , when the circumfix i-…-köu is employed in Iaai, specifically with the verbs of the antagonistic action, it triggers a collective reading, (14a). In such a context, the reciprocal interpretation is possible but under the condition that the circumfix additionally accommodates a pronominal object. example (14b) illustrates this point. 'they shot at each other.' 3.3.2. antipassive events the reflexes of *paRi-also encode antipassive events. this term is not frequently -if at all -used in the description of oceanic languages. this may be due to the weak development of antipassive function. another plausible explanation is that the rare reference to the term antipassive results from the fact that it is traditionally related to the predominantly ergative languages. Consequently, in oceanic languages, which often display the accusative alignment, if this phenomenon is reported, it is discussed under different labels. For example, many oceanists (e.g. Davis 2003; Bril 2005 ) adopt the terminology coined by Lichtenberk (1991) to define the antipassive i.e. depatientive function. Moyse-Faurie (2008 : 117, 2016 ) is one of the rare oceanists who uses the term antipassive in the description of the oceanic languages.
the oceanic languages are homogenous as far as the antipassive use of the reflexes of *paRi-is concerned, viz. they reduce the verbal valency by deriving syntactically intransitive constructions, in which the p-argument is systematically dropped out from the verbal frame. In our sample, we did not find any antipassive construction in which p is demoted to oblique and only one in which this argument loses its properties of a core argument due to incorporation. the p-argument is typically omitted because its identity is not relevant for the event, being open to the generic, non-specific and/or non-referential interpretation. to illustrate this function, Lichtenberk (2007) according to Lichtenberk (2007) , example (15b) expresses a general characteristic of the agent, rather than a specific type of event, the latter being associated with the transitive clause (15a). to highlight this property, the paraphrase this man is the one who harms [people] , destroys [thing] is equally acceptable for (15b). We can assume that the interpretation of general characteristic associated with the agent in the antipassive construction results from the repetition of the action 'to harm' (or 'relation' holding between a and p participants) over time to the extent it became a habit of the agent and subsequently its general characteristic.
In addition to the Southeast Solomonic Family, the antipassive use of *paRi-can also be reported for the Central pacific Linkage in Standard Fijian (eastern Fijian). Building on Schütz (1985) , Bril (2005) according to (Schütz 1985) , in Standard Fijian the prefix "vei-is used with active verbs (other than verbs of motion) to refer to general, formalized action, rather than to a specific instance" (Lichtenberk 2000: 43) . to enhance this interpretative nuance, I argue that clauses (16) (17) are equally open to the paraphrase: He has some tendency to help and This shark is the one who has no tendency/inclination/habit to bite respectively. Given that Lichtenberk (2000: 57) suggests that "in the oceanic case, there is evidence that it was a plurality of relations that was historically the primary factor" that should be related to the proto-oceanic *paRi-, the author glosses the prefix vei-in example (17) as pR standing for "plurality of relations". the existence of the antipassive function in oceanic languages can be further supported by data from the Southern oceanic Linkage; more specifically from the Southern Melanesian languages of the Loyalty Islands composed of three members: Drehu, Iaai and nengone. example (18) illustrates the most representative derivatives of the antipassive use in Drehu. 'be a pincher = pinch sb.' b. drei → i-drei 'obey sb. ' 'be obedient = obey sb.' c. hej → i-heji 'bite sb. ' 'be a biter = bite sb.' Bril (2005) discusses the function of the prefix -i in (18), saying that it encodes generic actions and/or a (resulting) property of the subject participant. on a more specific level, we can see that this affix detransitivizes transitive verbs: xumuth 'to pinch' (18a), drei 'to obey' (18b) and hey 'to bite' (18c), without modifying the semantic roles of the arguments. For instance, in (18a) the argument structure of the verb xumuth 'to pinch' and the one of the derived verb still implies agent and patient participants i.e. the person who kills and the one who is being killed, etc. Building on the behavioural properties of p in the antipassive from toqabaq ita (15) Building on the provided translations, we can assume that examples (19)- (20) 7 also feature the predisposition of the agent to perform the action of biting and stinging accordingly. Contrary to toqabaqita, Standard Fijian and Drehu, in Iaai, the antipassive use of the reflex of *paRi-can also serve to enhance a durative aspect of an action or its prolongation, as illustrated by verbal derivatives in example (21) (ozanne-Rivierre 1976). 'make signs, action, which continues' b. Ɵmetto → ü-Ɵmetto 'warn sb. ' 'send messages, action, which continues' note that ozanne-Rivierre (1976) does not really discuss the antipassive use of the prefix ü-in (19)-(21) under any specific label. the author just mentions the aspectual and intransitivizing functions performed by this affix. although it has not been mentioned explicitly in the literature, I will argue that like Drehu and Iaai, nengone also attests an antipassive use of *paRi-, realized in this language as i-. this is most probably due to language contact. See example (22). I designate example (22) as illustrating the antipassive since the semantic and syntactic impact of the prefix i-on valency is comparable to the one typically associated with antipassive markers. In (22), the affix derives an intransitive construction without modifying the argument structure of the verb 'to see'. Moreover, it highlights the main characteristic of the agent.
In addition to the Central eastern oceanic languages discussed above, the antipassive is also attested in another major grouping of the oceanic languages i.e. the Western oceanic Linkage, more specifically in the Meso-Melanesian Cluster. as reported by Davis (2003) with reference to hoava (Saint George), in this language, vari-(a reflex of *paRi-) is polyfunctional and among various functions, it also performs the depatientive (i.e. antipassive) function. Consequently, the author glosses it depatientive accordingly. Unlike in the Central eastern oceanic languages, here the prefix vari-derives the antipassive with the omitted p-argument in three different morphosyntactic contexts, as shown in (23-25) In (23), the prefix vari-is used together with another valency-changing morpheme i.e. the causative prefix va- (Davis 2003) . the co-existence of two valency operators on the same verb, where one decreases it and another increases it, is typologically rare, though not entirely unheard of. Indeed, Stirtz (2012) Building on Lichtenberk (1991) , Davis (2003) recognizes the depatientive function in the use of the prefix vari-, viz. in (24) the resulting construction is syntactically intransitive, though semantically it still expresses a transitive event. In addition, the implied patient is open to general, non-specific interpretations, typically associated with antipassive constructions.
example (25) illustrates the third and last morphosyntactic environment associated with the antipassive use of the prefix vari-in hoava. In this construction, the vari-der-ivation also occurs with the third person plural transitive suffix. according to Davis (2003) , the presence of this suffix is typically associated with vari-verbs denoting reciprocal events. as mentioned by the same author "[t]he use of the transitive suffix with depatientive is probably influenced by its use with reciprocals rather than any intended transitive function" (Davis 2003: 137) . (25) hoava ( In hoava, antipassives serve to avoid the overt specification of p. More precisely, according to Davis (2003) , this construction is employed when the effects of the action are applicable to any person. however, if a specific body part of a person is affected, then the referent of this constituent can be overtly realized through object incorporation, as illustrated by example (26). (26) hoava ( In example (26), the p-argument tia 'stomach' is juxtaposed to the verb, forming syntactic incorporation. this means that it does not retain the syntactic properties of a full-fledged noun phrase from the transitive construction. Bound by a verb, it can neither be accompanied by a modifier nor moved to a different position. In comparison to other oceanic languages, the incorporation of hoava (26) is atypical for two reasons. Firstly, contrary to many oceanic languages, it may involve a verbal operator (but see also ex. [6]) (cf. hopper & thompson 1980: 263; palmer 1994: 194) . Secondly, it is not used to express generic actions, typically associated with incorporation, but to indicate that actions target a specific part of a person. on a more general basis, p-incorporation constitutes another instance in which an argument is syntactically downgraded i.e. it loses its properties of a core argument. however, this form of demoting the core argument deviates from the one that is commonly associated with antipassives, viz. where downgrading results either in the omission of the p-argument or its realisation as oblique.
Collective events
another use typically associated with the reflexes of *paRi-is the collective function, meaning to do something together. this function is attested in various subgroupings of the oceanic languages, including the Southeast Solomonic Family. example (27) illustrates this point. In toqabaqita (27), the collective reading is expressed by the morphological reciprocal construction, triggered by the prefix kwai-alone (Lichtenberk 2007) . the presence of this affix serves to reduce the valency. It also indicates that the participants assume the roles of doer (or 'agent') and companion. they are all encoded as subject and the verb implies that the involved participants co-operate jointly in the event of cooking. the collective use of the reflexes of *paRi-can be further supported by data from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster, example (27) . (28) hoava ( For hoava, Davis (2003) reports two morphosyntactic contexts in which the prefix vari-triggers the collective interpretation. While in (28), the prefixed verb co-occurs with another valency-changing operator i.e. the applicative morpheme -ni, in (29) it couples with the verbal predicate nani 'to fight' alone. Regardless of the different morphosyntactic environment, these collective constructions share a common semantic denominator i.e. the plural subject.
at this stage of analysis is worth mentioning that ex. (29) can also be argued to trigger an antipassive reading. although this has not been explicitly stated by Davis (2003) , the proposed translation supports this observation. the verb 'to fight' is primarily associated with reciprocal events in which a sizeable proportion of participants assumes the roles of agent and patient i.e. they act together harming each other. however, the same event can also be construed differently. one can zoom in on one specific aspect of this event i.e. the fact that the participants act or co-operate together, where each of them assumes the roles of agent and companion. this naturally leads to collective reading, as proposed by Davis (2003) . Given, however, that the line between collective and antipassive readings is very thin specifically within the context of transitive verbs, the collective reading of example (29): Friend, we were all fighting can also be conceived as the antipassive one in which the participants fight (together) somebody or against somebody, where the latter is backgrounded i.e. it is syntactically left unexpressed.
on a general basis, in the literature, the use of the term collective is not stable, being employed interchangeably with other labels such as associative, cooperative (Kemmer 1993: 98) , mutual (palmer 1994: 193) , etc. neither is there agreement among oceanists.
For example, Bril (2007 Bril ( : 1501 and Moyse-Faurie (2007 : 1529 , in order to label the collective event, employ the term sociative. For Boumaa Fijian (eastern Fijian), Dixon (1988: 175) builds on the label collective, while Corston-oliver (2002: 481) uses the term distributive for Roviana (new Georgia). Yet, some oceanists mention that terms like collective and sociative are used interchangeably referring to the same type of event e.g. Moyse-Faurie (2008: 119) . this lack of consistency is also noticeable in Frostad (2012) even if Frostad (2012: 162) does not explicitly define the event expressed by (30) as collective, the author's description "several participants are acting or are acted upon together" clearly goes in this direction. zabana (Ysabel), another language from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster, further confirms the unstable situation of the use of the collective term in the oceanic languages. In this language, a prefix responsible for the collective function is glossed as reciprocal. however, Fitzsimons (1989: 112) explicitly mentions that it can also encode "actions undertaken jointly". to illustrate the collective function in zabana, Lichtenberk (2000) provides example (31). Building on Churchward (1941: 20) and Milner (1972: 111-113) , Schütz (1985) observes that in the Central pacific Linkage, particularly in various dialects of Standard Fijian, the prefix vei-is labelled as a reciprocal marker since it is frequently encountered in this function. however, in some instances, it can also be used to encode the events in which the reciprocal interaction between participants is blurred, which often leads to more general i.e. the collective reading. Dixon (1988) , who works specifically on Boumaa Fijian, mentions that in this language, the reflex of *paRi-, realized in this language also as vei-, conveys the collective meaning. the author argues that it is the collective rather than reciprocal function that should be primarily associated with this morpheme in Boumaa Fijian. this opinion stands in opposition to Schütz (1985) and Milner (1972) , who consider reciprocity to be a basic function performed by the prefix vei-in Standard Fijian. to illustrate the collective function of vei-in Boumaa Fijian, Bril, building on Dixon (1988) , provides example (32) the collective function of the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-is also common for languages affiliated to the Southern oceanic Linkage, in particular, in Melanesian languages spoken on the Loyalty Islands. Moyse-Faurie (2008) provides a corresponding example from Iaai, (33), specifying that in this language, constructions derived by the reflex of *paRi-alone typically convey either collective meaning (33) or a middle one. note that similarly to example (29), the one given in (33) can also trigger the antipassive reading. In nengone (Loyalty Island) illustrates a similar situation to Drehu. as explained by Moyse-Faurie (2008) , in nengone the prefix e-(a reflex of *paRi-) expresses the collective function when combined with the suffix -o. In these two languages, the collective use of the circumfix (i.e. i-…-ny in Drehu, e-…-o in nengone) is, however, not productive. these forms are either fossilized or encountered with a limited number of verbs. In general, Drehu and nengone express collective events by employing an additional adverb ce and sese respectively, standing for "together", without additional marking on a verb (Moyse-Faurie 2008).
3.3.4. Chaining events the clause The guests followed each other illustrates a chaining-type event, which in oceanic languages may be expressed through the reflexes of the prefix *paRi-. Depending on the case, chaining events may either have temporal (35) In toqabaqita (35), the chaining event is triggered by the complex form kwaisuli, diachronically related to a transitive verb suli meaning 'to follow' and to the prefix kwai- (Lichtenberk 2000) . Regarding the other first-level subgroupings of the oceanic languages, the changing function is also attested in the Central pacific Linkage, for example in east Futunan (36) Data from Southern oceanic Linkage further support the chaining use of the modern *paRi-. In nêlêmwa (north new Caledonia), the prefix pe-, which under some conditions co-occurs with the suffix -i, expresses a range of values with plurality of relations, including reciprocal, collective, distributed and chaining events, the latter illustrated by example (37) (Bril 2005 Contrary to reciprocal, antipassive and collective functions, the use of the reflexes of *paRi-to code chaining-type events naturally constitute a semantically restricted class of predicates. this explains a less frequent occurrence of this function of *paRi-within the oceanic languages.
The Proto-Oceanic morpheme *-akin[i]
Section 4 deals with the proto-oceanic morpheme *-akin [i] . While §4.1 briefly summarizes its origin, §4.2 focuses on the synchronic distribution of the reflexes of the suffix *-akin [i] with the aim to explore the polyfunctional aspects of these reflexes within the valency-decreasing domain. appendix C summarizes the distribution and morphological realisations of this suffix in the investigated languages and the way its reflexes are glossed by the respective authors.
Origin of the Proto-Oceanic morpheme *-akin[i]
Building on pawley (1973) and harrison (1982), B. evans (2003) summarizes the most important results related to the origin of the morpheme *-akin [i] . according to the author, pawley (1973) reconstructs *-akin[i] as a bound morpheme, realized as suffix within the verbal predicate. the choice of this morphological category was motivated by the fact that the modern equivalents of *-akin[i] still take the forms of suffixes. In addition, these forms are frequently equipped with the thematic consonant. Given that the place of the thematic consonant is reserved between a verbal stem and a following suffix, this motivated pawley (1973) to reconstruct *-akin[i] as suffix. the same author assigns the suffix *-akin[i] a transitivizing function (pawley 1973: 120) . Labelled sometimes as transitive suffix, but mostly described as an applicative suffix, the form *-akin [i] should not be confused with another proto-oceanic transitive suffix *-i. Both morphemes are said to occur in complementary distribution, being motivated by the semantic role of the p-argument. While the use of *-akin[i] involves cause, concomitant, instrument and beneficiary role assumed by the p-argument, the *-i form is encountered in verbs where the p-argument has a goal, stimulus and/or patient role.
on the basis of the synchronic distribution of the reflexes of the proto-oceanic * -akin[i], harrison (1982) suggests a similar reconstruction of this form with one important difference: in his article on 'proto oceanic *akin[i] and the proto-oceanic periphrastic Causative', the author provides evidence against the suffixal status of this morpheme. according to harrison (1982) , the distributional and functional patterns displayed nowadays by various reflexes of this morpheme, particularly in Micronesian languages, provide clear evidence in favour of the independent lexical verbal status of this form. as subsequently mentioned by the same author, it is only after the break-up of proto-oceanic that this morpheme developed into a bound suffixal form. among various functions potentially performed by the proto-oceanic *-akin[i], harrison (1982) highlights causativisation, which "reflected its pre-proto-oceanic use as a lexical verb occurring as the second (and final) verb in a serial verb construction that was a periphrastic causative" (B. evans 2003: 175) . the causative function of *-akin[i] is still performed by its modern equivalents in various oceanic languages, including Yapese, Manam, Longgu, northeast ambae, Boumaa Fijian, among others. In addition, harrison (1982: 201-202) reconstructs the suffix *-akin[i] specifically for proto-Micronesian languages as *-aki, suggesting that the reflexes of this morpheme derive intransitive verbs, triggering the agentless passive interpretation. the author also argues for the extension of the proto-Micronesian agentless passive forms from the cause semantic, postulated for the proto-oceanic *-akin [i] .
Synchronic distribution of the reflexes of the morpheme *-akin[i]
the modern reflexes of *-akin [i] are associated with a range of different functions. In addition to transitivization, they are also employed with reciprocal prefixes, as verbal prepositions and/or as trace elements. additionally, in some oceanic languages, these forms can also derive intransitive verbs from the corresponding transitive ones. the lat-ter function is observed in all languages of the Micronesian Family, in which the respective reflexes specifically show the agentless passive distribution (B. evans 2003). Building on Sohn (1975) according to B. evans (2003), in Woleaian, the agentless passive construction is triggered by the passive marker -eg, diachronically related to the reflex of the *-aki form (Sohn 1975) . the author subsequently specifies that in this language the agentless passive is lexically constrained, being compatible with a restricted number of transitive verbs.
Mokilese (trukic-ponapeic) is another Micronesian language which provides clear evidence for the capacity of the modern morpheme *-aki to decrease valency. Building on harrison (1982), B. evans (2003) associates the suffix, -ek (a reflex of *-aki) in Mokilese with the detransitivizing function, in particular with the agentless passive. Consequently, the author glosses this suffix as pass (for "passive"), as shown by example (39). I argue that the alternation in (40) displays the overall characteristic typically associated with antipassives, viz. the p-argument angenmajis-se 'match-Det' is demoted due to the derivational verbal marker -ek, while the argument structure of the verb is left unchanged, implying two participants: agent and patient. Demotion of p in the hierarchy of syntactic functions is realized through the syntactic incorporation of this argument into a verb. as a result, it has a decreased mobility and lacks the compatibility with the determiner -se from the transitive clause (40a). Moreover, unlike in the transitive construction, in the intransitive one, the demoted p-argument angenmajis 'matches' is open now to the non-specific interpretation (B. evans 2003) .
the analysis of the reflexes of *-akin[i] as valency-decreasing markers is further supported by data from other oceanic sub-groupings. In Kara (tungag-nalik) from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster, the reflex of *-akin[i], the suffix -ai, is open to target both a or p arguments (B. evans 2003) . to define these two functions, B. evans (2003) adopts the glosses suggested by Schlie (1983) , who recognises the a-downgrading and the p-downgrading functions of -ai under the label demotion. example (41) first illustrates the agentless passive use of the suffix -ai, in which the p-argument, a kar aanabeʔ 'this car', is promoted to the subject position, while the pronominal a ri is left unexpressed, though semantically this argument is still implied. although in Kara the use of -ai is primarily associated with the agentless passive function, B. evans (2003) mentions, building on Schlie (1983) , that this author also reports another detransitivizing function for -ai, leading to the p-argument demotion, (42). even if neither Schlie (1983 Schlie ( ) nor B. evans (2003 explicitly recognize the antipassive function in this use of -ai, the overall characteristics of the resulting construction remain in line with this observation. 3sG.sbJ blow-DeM conc-3sG tree that.there and break-3sG.obJ 'the wind blew against that tree and broke it.' example (42a) illustrates a transitive use of the verb fiit 'to blow' with a and p arguments: a malu 'the wind' in the role of the agent, and a wai aapave 'that tree' in the role of patient (B. evans 2003) . We can further observe that in the detransitivized construction, (42b), p is syntactically downgraded to oblique position. Its peripheral status is signalled by the prepositional element sena. In both instances, (42a)-(42b), the verb fiit 'to blow' displays the same argument structure with the semantic roles of agent and patient. B. evans (2003) notes that in addition to the syntactic function, the suffix -ai also serves to defocus p i.e. it shifts the focus of the sentence from this argument to the agent of the action, which is conventionally indicated by the presence and absence of the square brackets in (42a)-(42b) accordingly.
B. evans (2003) mentions that Kara has two other types of constructions characterized by p-demotion i.e. (43)- (44). Likewise, the morphosyntactic description of these constructions allows us to recognize them as representatives of antipassive predications (cf. Janic 2016). (43) Kara ( Derivation with -ai (43b) targets a recipient of the action, performing in this construction the object function (B. evans 2003) . Due to the presence of the verbal marker -ai, this argument is omitted from the clause. Being encoded by the 3sG object marker in a transitive construction (43a), in a derived one, it is no more indexed on the verbal form (43b). Finally, (44b) illustrates the verbal suffixation in -ai, which syntactically incorporates P a vua 'the betelnut' into the verb, rendering a transitive construction intransitive. Unlike the transitive one (44a), in which p triggers the specific interpretation, in the intransitive construction, this argument is open to a generic reading (B. evans 2003) . note that the incorporated constituent is no more compatible with the noun marker a present in the transitive predication and shows a reduced mobility with regard to the verb. they both constitute a frozen complex predicate.
the relationship between suffix -ai and the detransitivizing function of the antipassive in Kara is further supported by data from Ross (1988: 377) , illustrated in example (45). the author, who builds on findings described for Kara by Schlie (1983) , admits that in general "the history and nature of [detransitivizing] Ross (1988) compares the detransitivizing i.e. antipassive function of the suffix -ai in Kara with its equivalents from other Meso-Melanesian languages. More specifically, the author explores tigak (46) and tungag (47) languages from the tungag-nalik group, arguing for the noticeable functional parallel among them (B. evans 2003) . (46) tigak ( I argue that it is legitimate to claim with regard to examples (46)- (47) that the function of the suffix -ai is comparable to the one performed by the antipassive since this morpheme derives intransitive verbs from transitive ones without modifying the argument structure of verbs. For example, the verb tak 'to pull' (47c), when suffixed in -ai, still expresses the same action involving two participants: i.e. a person who pulls i.e. agent and the entity that is being pulled i.e. the patient. the referential properties of p of derived verbs may differ from the ones associated with p of transitive verbs, since its referent may be less specific, indefinite or it may not be overtly realized. nevertheless, it is still present in the argument structure of the verb tak-ai 'give a pull'. an analogues analysis applies for all verbal derivatives in (45)- (47).
as far as the passive function of the reflexes of *-akin[i] is concerned, the existence of this use has been commonly recorded by scholars of oceanic languages. By contrast, the antipassive function posed some problems and it is typically discussed in the description of the oceanic languages under different labels e.g. demotion, passive. this observation is particularly noticeable in B. evans ' (2003: 142) comments on Schlie's (1983) analysis of the suffix -ai: " Schlie's (1983) description of Kara -ai raises a number of questions about its use, but it is clear that -ai is a detransitivizing reflex of proto-oceanic *akin [i] ". even if different uses of the reflexes of proto-oceanic *-akin [i] were not properly recognized and designated accordingly, what is of relevance is that it was fully acknowledged that the detransitivizing function of the reflexes of the suffix *-akin [i] was not limited to the (agentless) passive alone.
Diachronic development
Section 5 approaches diachronic aspects of the proto-oceanic morphemes *paRi-and *-akin[i] and the way they have potentially extended their functions over time. Divided into two parts, the first part addresses the question of the functional extension of the prefix *paRi-( §5.1), while the second part focusses on the functional development of the suffix *-akin[i] ( §5.2).
*PaRi-form
Various reference grammars designate the reflexes of the proto-oceanic prefix *paRias reciprocal morphemes (cf. §3.3). pawley (1973: 150-151) , who reconstructed the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-as a collective/associative, reciprocal, and iterative marker, mentions that it not only encodes (i) "mutual interaction between the entities denoted by the subject of the verb", but that it also marks (ii) "unified or conjoined action by a plural subject, or repeated action by a singular subject, or unification of objects" (Bril 2005) . the same author subsequently specifies that labelling *paRi-as a reciprocal suffix is confusing, since "the strict reciprocal meaning was restricted to a subclass of verbs whose properties remain to be defined" (Bril 2005) . Synchronically, many linguists kept subsuming different functions performed by the reflexes of the prefix *paRi-under the reciprocal term, considering it to be its primary function. Dixon (1988: 178) stands in a line with pawley's observation with regard to the label reciprocal, building on a language-specific description, viz. Boumaa Fijian. the author states that in this language "to label [the prefix] vei-as reciprocal tends to obscure its other functions". the same author also argues that it is the collective function to do something together and not the reciprocal one to do something to each other that fully displays the real nature of the prefix vei-in Boumaa Fijian. this opinion stands in opposition to Schütz (1985) and Milner (1972) , who argue for reciprocity to be the basic function of this prefix in Standard Fijian. Dixon (1988) also draws attention to a very important fact, namely that the vei-morpheme does not trigger middle interpretations in Boumaa Fijian. the prefix is only employed to encode events with plurality of participants. he subsequently suggests that the notion of reciprocity should rather be viewed as "a particular specification from its general -collective -meaning". Lichtenberk (1985) and Bril (2005) point out that Churchward (1941) arrived at a similar conclusion with regard to the term reciprocity in Standard Fijian. While Dixon (1988) suggests that collectivity should be regarded as the primary function of the modern *paRi-form, at least in Boumaa Fijian, without further explanation, Creissels (2006) provides a clear evidence, accounting why in languages with a morpheme coding reciprocal but not middle events, the notion of reciprocity should be regarded as a special instantiation of a more general -collective -function:
In such [languages] , there are often indications that reciprocity can be explained through a process of specialization from the original function, which just served to encode events with plurality of participants, where the question of how each participant was involved in the event was left open. In other words, the forms with the initial meaning to do something together could specialize into a minor-type function to do something to each other (Creissels 2006: 38). 9 Clear evidence for this hypothesis comes from Bantu languages, in which the reciprocal suffix -an is argued to be related to the comitative morpheme na meaning "together with" (Schladt 1998 ). according to Creissels (2006) , this presupposes the existence of a stage in the evolution of these forms which expressed collective meaning (or 'co-participation' in Creissels' 2006 Creissels' , 2008 rather than reciprocity. this observation stands in line with Kemmer's (1993: 100) assumption according to which "the prototypical [reciprocal] situation is often subsumed under one or the other of what we might hypothesize to be more salient prototypes, either the direct reflexive or the collective". Given the range of meanings reconstructed by pawley (1973) for the proto-oceanic form *paRi-and the fact that they all share the property of plurality of relations, 10 we can advance the hypotheses by Creissels (2006) and Kemmer (1933) with respect to the oceanic languages. Instead of listing a range of functions presumably performed by the Proto-Oceanic*paRi-morpheme (pawley 1973: 150-151), we can assume that the initial function of this prefix was very general, used to encode events sharing the property of plurality of relations. Building on Creissels (2016) , who addresses the question of reciprocal-incorporation syncretism from a general perspective, we can presuppose in relation to oceanic languages a similar hypothesis viz. that at the beginning the proto-form *paRiexpressed a general function related to the notion of plurality of relations where the assignment of the semantic roles to the participants of the event was motivated by the general knowledge of the world, lexical meaning of a verb and/or by the external factors such as discourse context. Subsequently, the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-started to categorize the events characterized by the plurality of relations into more specific types such as reciprocal, antipassive, collective and chaining etc. this diachronic evolution is tentatively illustrated by the diagram in Figure 1 .
this particular way of development might be favoured by languages due to cognitive principles, based on the assumption that the initial reciprocal meaning is not easily reducible to the current uses of the reflexes of the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-such as antipassive, collective and/or chaining uses. By contrast, the extension from the general function (or 'meaning'), implying the plurality of relations alone, to the more specific one is easier to explain.
Due to the lack of historical data, the proposed hypothesis is highly speculative and by no means categorical and absolute in nature. neither does it postulate that all the functions illustrated in Figure 1 actually existed simultaneously, being expressed by the proto-form *paRi-. For instance, Bostoen et al. (2015) argue for a late development of the antipassive in Bantu languages. taking into account the strong resemblance between Bantu and oceanic languages in terms of antipassive function and related morphological 9 My own translation. 10 Following Lichtenberk (2000) , I assign the prefix *paRi-the initial value of plurality of relations. But contrary to the author, I do not discuss specific factors like low degree of individuation that could have potentially triggered the extension of this morpheme into antipassive, reciprocal and collective functions. syncretism, a later development of the antipassive in the oceanic languages cannot be entirely excluded.
*-Akin[i] form
In §4.2, I explored two functions performed by the reflexes of the form *-akin [i] i.e. agentless passive and antipassive. they were discussed in two oceanic sub-branches i.e. the Micronesian Family with particular attention given to Woleaian and Mokilese, and in Meso-Melanesian Cluster, where the analysis was carried out for Kara, tigak and tungag languages. the passive-antipassive syncretism was specifically identified in Mokilese and Kara languages.
While the agentless passive is undoubtedly associated with the modern forms of *-akin[i], this is definitely not the case with the antipassive. In fact, none of the reference grammars that was consulted for the present study explicitly state the existence of the antipassive use of the reflexes of *-akin[i] in oceanic languages. there are a few reasons that explain the weak recognition of this function in the oceanic languages. the first one results from the fact that traditionally, the antipassive is associated with languages with ergative/absolutive alignment patterns (cf. Silverstein 1972) . taking into account that a large proportion of oceanic languages shows nominative/accusative coding pattern, oceanists have coined different terms to define this function. For instance, Schlie (1983) proposes the label defocusing-patient for the antipassive function of the suffix -ai in Kara, while B. evans (2003) subsequently changed it into a demotion suffix. Yet, another author, harrison (1976) , provides unglossed examples of constructions with the suffix -ek in Mokilese that could be potentially identified as antipassive ones. even if the author does not label them explicitly as antipassives, he openly recognizes two functions performed by the morpheme -ek typically associated with the antipassive i.e. this morpheme is used to encode unspecified or incorporated object. B. evans (2003) takes the initiative to provide a grammatical description of the constructions delivered by harrison (1976) in Mokilese i.e. passive and antipassives ones, glossing the suffix -ek as passive, regardless of whether it performs passive or antipassive functions in the corresponding clauses.
as long as oceanists differ with respect to the labels they coin to define the antipassive function performed by the modern reflexes of *-akin[i], they unquestionably recognize the (agentless) passive function of this morpheme. on a more advanced level, they all agree that the use of this morpheme boils down to the detransitivization of transitive Figure 1 . Functions of the form *paRi-at the interface of diachrony and synchrony verbs. harrison (1982) , who reconstructed the suffixal form *-aki for proto Micronesian, argues, however, that the primary function of this morpheme is related to the domain of passive:
Reflexes of proto-Micronesian *-aki derive intransitive verb forms from transitive stems, preserving a proto-oceanic final consonant. Common to all its reflexes is a resultant state or 'agentless passive' interpretation, though in Mokilese (and possibly pingelapese, see Welley and Good 1976) the reflex -ek functions as a productive detransitivizing suffix in agentless passive, unspecified object, and incorporated object constructions. this wider use of reflexes of *aki appears to be an innovation from an original agentless passive. (harrison 1982: 202) the hypothesis according to which the agentless passive function extended its scope to other uses, including antipassives is debatable. this is probably due to the lack of potential implicational relationship between agentless passive and antipassive functions. the absence of this common semantic ground makes it difficult -if not impossible -to imagine the scenario according to which a language pushed a transition from (agentless) passive to antipassive. In other words, at the cognitive level, the reduction of (agentless) passive-type events into antipassive ones is difficult to explain and hence problematic. It seems that it is more prudent to consider a different scenario as illustrated by the diagram in Figure 2 . the evolutionary pathway of the form *-akin[i] illustrated in Figure 2 is based on the analogue principle as the one posited for the proto-oceanic *paRi-in §5.1 viz. it assumes the functional evolution departing from the very general and thus more abstract function into a more specific one. Building on this assumption, we can imagine that at the initial stage, this morpheme just performed a detransitivization function where the question of the semantic role assigned by the intransitive verb to its single core argument encoded as subject was left open. the external factors such as discourse context and/or knowledge of the world helped to determine the proper assignment of the semantic role to a S-argument of a detransitivised construction. In the second stage of this evolution, the morpheme specialized into various directions, performing more narrow-type functions, notably (agentless) passive and antipassive. 
conclusion
the aim of this paper was to discuss the valency-reducing devices in oceanic languages and the morphosyntactic patterns emerging from their application. the investigation into individual languages revealed that, in addition to the specific morphological affixes such as object marker (or 'transitive marker') and derivational valency operators, oceanic languages also attest different mechanisms such as verbal reduplication and noun incorporation, which can equally modify valency. among different valency-reducing operators, two morphemes, the proto-oceanic prefix *paRi-and the suffix *-akin[i], were specifically the focus of the discussion. their analysis was approached from both synchronic and diachronic perspectives.
Synchronically, it has been illustrated that the reflexes of the proto-oceanic morphemes *paRi-and *-akin [i] are both polysemous with the ability to reduce verbal valency. Concerning the former in particular, I strengthened Lichtenberk ' (2000) observation by showing that reflexes of the prefix *paRi-tend to encode different types of events in oceanic languages, sharing the property of the plurality of relations. this common conceptual-semantic property allows us to account for the existence of implicational relationships among reciprocal, antipassive, collective and chaining-type events. With regard to the reflexes of the proto-oceanic morpheme *-akin [i] , it has been shown that they might be employed in oceanic languages, in particular in languages from the Meso-Melanesian Cluster and Micronesian Family, either to derive agentless passive or antipassive constructions. While the former function associated with the reflexes of *-akin[i] is recognized in the description of the oceanic languages, their antipassive use has not been acknowledged under this term. a similar observation holds for the antipassive reflexes of the prefix *paRi-. Given that the function per se has been more or less acknowledged but discussed under different names (e.g. depatientive, demotion etc.) reflects a general problem of the lack of the standardization in the use of the term antipassive in the literature, in particular in languages with accusative case/agreement alignment pattern (cf. Janic 2016) .
to explain the currently attested functions performed by the reflexes of *paRi-and *-akin[i], I have tentatively framed two hypotheses. they are based on the underlying assumption that the evolution goes in a particular direction: from a very general function to a more specialized one. this presupposes that the initial function of these two morphemes was more abstract where the assignment of the semantic roles to the participants of the event was driven by the external factors such as discourse context, lexical meaning of a verb and/or by the general knowledge of the world and that these two affixes were subsequently specialized in different directions. this functional-based approach to language change is further driven by a general assumption that if a grammatical morpheme extends its scope of functions following a particular direction, it is because some languages prefer this pattern of change over another one. It, however, by no means implies that it is the only possible way of change universally based and attested at the global scale.
